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perceive true reality.But McClintock never states his message: all is communicated, in haiku fashion, through images which ask the reader's participation to complete them.
Another very different sort of haibun is Los Angeles. Here is even less narratorial presence; as a result, in some ways the prose becomes more direct and powerful. Los Angeles begins with a passage on afternoon in the city. The central image is one of breath, or, ironically, the lack of breath:
highways strangle concrete knots around the throats of a million white collars damp with office air-conditioning conditioning ... the city relieves its architectured pain, exhales into the wide spaces of the San Fernando and San Gabriel Valleys a poison cloud ... empties its carbonic lungs on Pacific wind currents, seaward, in red layers on a falling sun ...
The city. with its man-made ugliness, strangles its inhabitants and prevents their breathing. Its own breath is the opposite of life-giving breath, it is death itself.
The next passage describes evening with wasteland imagery, primarily the antithesis of rain, as the antithesis of breath functions in the first section:
a garden of leaves dark with a strange silt, plastic and ash sifted in air lightly onto the hibiscus months without rain, the tinkle of cocktails, ice and cracked wind bells over fluent talk ...
Instead of rain there is smog falling, instead of water there are cocktails and ice, the garden is a wasteland. The next two sections continue through city night scenes full of images of falling and sinking. The final section describes dawn, again reversed to become the antithesis of what dawn usually means:
Light is an orange sound sputtering in motors choked with crud of endless mornings the same, appointed at seven, unrecovered, uncleaned from the last awakening alarm one day a year ago beside the rumpled sheets yellowed with a week's uneasy hot sleep, hot kisses, and sleep ...
Morning:
catching that tail-end
of a dream ...                                                                    

last day of summer
another time gone.
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